December 2011

Bob’s Bit

Hi, everybody! Wonderful weather we are having!! Obviously the weather is not too clement at the
moment and, from the forecast, going to get worse. Like last year we would like to advise all duty
crews that in the event that you think that getting to the club is hazardous, then stay at home. We
would not like you to have an accident getting to the club. For those more adventurous pilots, you
might not be able to fly if you get to the club, but if it is sensible and there are sufficient club members
present, then make the most of it.
One point to make however, is that the recent ARC on CRT revealed a large amount of mud inside the
fuselage and early signs of corrosion on the bottom tube of the aft fuselage, together with evidence of
significant water ingress. This is due to two factors; washing the glider and landing through puddles.
Please be sensible when attempting to fly. We don’t want to lose our aircraft or incur big bills for
repairs.
I would like to advise you that we are currently trying to update the club Memorandum and Articles of
Association to bring them up to date with company law changes and also assessing any changes we
might need to make it possible to take advantage of the Community Amateur Sports Clubs (CASC)
status, which would give us an automatic 80% reduction in rates. Currently over 33 Gliding Clubs have
CASC status with no ill effects. There has been a lot of disinformation put about by the gliding
grapevine, due to partial understanding of the law, so later I will send out information on the current
status of both these topics and try to answer any questions you might have, so that at the AGM, you
will be able to make an informed vote on any changes required.
Since it is approaching the festive season, I would like to wish you a Merry Christmas and a Happy
New Year and better weather and good flying for the coming year.
Bob Pettifer

In this Issue

It’s a good job you’re all going to get a couple of days off soon, because there’s a lot of reading in this
bumper winter edition of your favourite newsletter! We have something for everyone - poetry and
prose, “phakt” and fiction, serious flying issues and a sprinkling of comedy. There’s a fair bit of
ridiculous too, but I’m trying to remember where I put the sublime right now ...
A huge thank you to all the many contributors who sent in items for this issue and I hope everyone is
already thinking about what they could put together for the next one. I certainly am!
Enjoy! And on behalf of the club, may I also wish everyone

Keith Clarke (Editor)

All Best Wishes
of the Season
and Many
Happy Landings
in 2012!
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CFI’s Notes
Flying is at a premium now that winter is upon us, with shorter days and generally inclement
Weather. Remember though, that if you only turn up when you THINK it’s going to be good you’ll miss
the days that actually are. With training aircraft traditionally going through the workshop at this time
and annual checks being sought by pilots, winter can not only be a challenge but also very frustrating.
So what I’m trying to say is, get there early, help get the kit out and make the most of what daylight
there is. On days when it isn’t flyable instructors are more than willing to give lectures, or you can
help with any of the projects going on around the club, (or even start your own – there’s always plenty
to do).
One particular flying issue that was discussed at a recent instructors’ meeting at some length was the
need to “lay off” drift during crosswind launches, especially when the wind is from a southerly
direction. Apart from improved safety from not dropping a length of steel cable over the apron,
clubhouse, boundary fence or the odd unsuspecting visitor, it also demonstrates good airmanship
and helps to keep up the launch rate. However, it would appear that even some experienced pilots
have demonstrated of late that, despite a request to keep a wing down, either they have grown cloth
ears or they are not as adept as they thought. So, in order to raise standards, all those who
demonstrate how NOT to do it will be invited to accompany one of the instructors for further
training.
You will be pleased to know that there will be no “mandatory” lecture this year but there will be
some guest lectures in January that I hope you will enjoy attending. On Saturday 14th January Alison
Myers will present “First Aid” and on Sunday the 29th January a “Use of radio refresher” will be given
by husband Paul, that will include a practical side as well. Both will start at 10am so please come
along and support your fellow members, who put quite a lot of effort into putting them together.
Have a great Christmas and a very prosperous and happy flying 2012.
Phil Punt (CFI)

Winch Things
The observant among you will have noticed that the Skylaunch is
back in use. Do I hear sighs of relief?
Both cables have been renewed and for the first time in ages, they
are the same size. (5.0 mm). So, no confusion in future?????
The annual Full Functional Test of the guillotines has
been completed. You will be happy to know that they
worked wonderfully. If you do not know what this test
entails and are curious, read the instructions in the
cab or in the winch information folder in the office.
The scheduled service of the engine and gear box
has been completed and the brake pads were
renewed a while ago, so everything should be fine
for a while. Many thanks to Roger Shackelton,
Pete Batterby, Tjerk Bermon, Geoff Guttery and all
others who assisted.

The stand-by winch was operated by several new
drivers during the period that the Skylaunch was out of use and for the most part they liked it. The
extended period of use has proved its reliability and worth, but has highlighted some areas which need
to be improved, or modifications made. The necessary work will be carried out as opportunity allows.
Finally, a heartfelt plea ... When you operate the winch, please try to keep your brain in gear. I have
noticed that one chock has been bent (again). Fixing this is a horrible job and frankly I am sick of
doing it.
Season’s Greetings to All!
John Harter
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My Segovian Ramblings
- AKA The Da Munchie Code Well, so here we are, casually walking up the steps of a very acceptable looking little orange and white
Airbus at John Lennon airport, about to scoot off down to sunny Madrid. Not for us the need to polish up
our R.N.L.I. badges in case we have an emergency and we find ourselves on a ferry in the middle of the
Bay of Biscay. No sir, let’s sit here up here nice and comfy and watch the Brest Peninsula slip gracefully
by under the wing.
Actually, the Bay of Biscay was shrouded in cloud, but I didn’t see any distress flares
going off, so perhaps the rest of the guys and their aircraft had made the perilous
voyage without mishap. We crossed the northern coast of Spain just in time for
the clouds to roll away and afford us a fantastic view of the mountains
which lie to the south of Segovia and about 60 miles north of Madrid
as we descended. We were even given a panoramic tour of the
beautiful city of Madrid, as we came in down its western side, round
the south and finally into the airport which is on the eastern side of
town. And guess what? We arrived as fresh as two old gimmers can
arrive!
A quick scowl from the Immigration guy, (nothing new there, eh?)
and we picked up our bags and headed for the car hire desk to
pick up our transport to take us to the renowned gliding mecca of
Fuentemilanos. Now the fun starts!!
First of all, I discover that the veritable Mr. Kamp’s Satnav has a Scottish accent something akin to Billy
Connolly and it uses phrases like “Oh that’s a toll road, I’ll no be paying that!!” and, “Dinnie let them see
what you’ve got under your kilt”. In addition to this, it also has a perverse sense of humour and allows
the poor unsuspecting little glider pilots to put the wrong destination into the beast. Please remember
that both of us have Cross Country Endorsements. That allegedly includes knowledge of navigation......
Hold on to that thought!!
Into the car and we’re off, in a generally northerly direction and for some considerable time, with me
looking closer and closer at the map. (Quite an old edition it must be said. It still had Franco’s house
highlighted on it). Meanwhile, Mr. K’s frown seemed to get deeper and deeper......
Eventually, we breasted the Sierra de Guadarrama Mountains and the displayed route on the Braveheart
box was starting to be called into question. My map reading suggested that we should be heading west
and amazingly this coincided with Paul’s
instinct that we should be turning left onto the
N110 highway. So a short stop and a harsh
word with the boy in the box, and we
discovered that he was trying to take us on a
tour of the Russian steppes or a couple of
houses of ill repute where the phrase “get
strapped in” had a completely different slant to
it!!
In any event Billy was leading us
completely away from the place we were trying
to get to.
A quick re-program of Billy in the box and we
are off again driving alongside the mountain
range that we would see from above in a
couple of days. The rest of the journey was
uneventful and we eventually arrived bright
eyed and bushy tailed, at our shared hacienda
in the small but very nice village of Abades.
Our ‘Owse!!

Time for a quick slurp!!
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Day two started pretty uneventfully, taken up with registration, briefings and staking out Bowland
Corner on the trailer park, then rigging the aircraft and plugging in all of the fancy kit that has taken
care of lots and lots of hard earned! We amused ourselves whilst “fettling”, watching the German self
launching gliders taking off and vanishing towards the distant hills. (Maybe there are some hidden
sun beds up there!!)
Now, whilst I know you shouldn’t generalise, two things were evident to the keen-eyed extractor of
urine, (yours truly). Most of these guys had at least one hearing aid, some had two! The major
underlying complication was, most of their aircraft were fitted with Flarm. So, no problem with that
on the face of it I hear you cry!! But as we were to find out later in one of our flights, if perchance
Jonnie Foreigner sneaks up really close up your backside, (sorry, I meant in your blind spot), whilst
you are busy screwing in a thermal, (I should be so.....), the flarm unit sounds an alarm to suggest in
the strongest terms that you should be off, do one a bit sharpish, have it on your toes......
(Whichever phrase works for you!!) Now my dilemma is this; how will Herr Cutt and Herr Lipp hear
it??...........Is it me?
Back to our Owse at the end of the day..........Time for a quick slurp! Yay!!
Day Three looked much better and I was offered the back seat of the Duo. Although conditions did
not appear to be outstanding, Ian decided that we would have a bash at a 300k task. The first turn
point was to the west of the airfield and this looked to be where the best of the convection was to be
found around lunchtime.
So, seated in the back of the Duo with the Camelback safely stowed, (or so I thought), we were now
the next aerotow on runway 34. Now, I readily admit to being a bit twitchy as I wait to take off, but
when Ian started to chant something about “Roman Candles” as we started to move, the old cushion
muncher gave an extra twitch as I thought he had seen something I had missed. It transpires that
“Remelcando” is Spanish for “Hey Up! We’re off.”
The aerotow out of 34 was a very interesting affair indeed as the ground rises to the north of the
airfield and when you clear the boundary you are confronted by a veritable cat’s cradle of pylons and
power lines that would make for a very interesting episode if the rope broke.
I was really glad that Ian was flying the tow as it allowed me to slip down in my seat and pretend I
was in a simulator. Let him wrestle with the controls to try and make the tug fly in front of us!
After a short tow we released from the tug and Ian started chanting again, I didn’t catch it all but I
think it was something about a Bolero!
So, we were now into the first climb of the day; very nice thermals that
seemed much bigger than our local jobbies: “Well there was lift, but I
couldn’t turn in it”. As we climbed in each one, the gentle northerly was
pushing us steadily back into the foothills and small ridges of the Sierra de
Guadarrama.
I now decided that it was once again time for a quick slurp, so I
reached down to grab my trusty drinks tube from the Camelback
and guess what? I hadn’t pushed the tube under my parachute
strap when I was strapping in. Oh no!! Three or four hours flying
without a slurp! I would look even more like a prune than I do normally!!
After scrabbling about in the back seat I managed to spy the tube over my
left shoulder and better still, I could reach it!
I reached over my shoulder, grabbed the tube and though I was met with a little resistance, pulled
the tube up from behind me. Imagine my surprise when as soon as the end of the tube appeared, it
spit icy cold Ribena into my face like some sort of demented Cobra!! During my endeavours to
release the tube, I had managed to pull the valve out of the end of it!
For what seemed an eternity, I tried to strangle this Ribena snake and staunch the flow of liquid, but
by now the involuntary noises I was making in the process had attracted Ian’s attention, as he
thought I was suffering some kind of seizure in the back and he really didn’t fancy a 300 with a
corpse in the back!
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Now there is some fancy kit in the Duo for sure, but could I find a forked stick to tame my beastie??
Eventually, I managed to bend the tube double and secure it under my parachute strap, only to have it
leap free and renew its attack whenever I was distracted trying to fly the aircraft. Finally, with the use of
some strategically placed wing tape, I managed to subdue Hissing Sid!
A very eye-catching sight in the early part of our flight was the four-engined airliner that was in the hold
pattern for Madrid, as it was very much on our intended track to the first turnpoint and must have been at
the bottom limit of the T.M.A. which was 10,000 ft a.m.s.l. We needed no reminders about the
importance of lookout I can tell you!!
We climbed steadily up to just short of the airspace and headed off on track to our first turn point La Torre,
which lies in a valley just inside some disused airspace called Salamanca. As we took each climb we were
joined by many variants of the local birds of prey, which to me as an amateur observer of wildlife was an
absolute and unexpected bonus.
We reached La Torre whilst maintaining our height and turned the first T.P. of the task, the PDA changed
to the second T.P. Ayllon and it said we had 155k to run! Off Again!
We started the second leg of the task by retracing our track back around the most north westerly portion
of the Madrid T.M.A and then headed back towards the mountains. Our intended track would allow us to
take advantage of the surges of lift boosted by the mountains and the thermal lift that helped us to make
excellent progress on the task.
Just short of our easterly turnpoint and clearly visible by the side of the road, where we had taken the
Satnav to task a couple of days earlier, was the airfield of Santa Tome. This was noted in the old mental
notebook, just in case I have to nip in there at some future date.
Using another couple of thermals, we pushed out from the mountains to round the second turnpoint of the
day, yet another airfield, Ayllon. One more little shuffle by the PDA and a little box appeared at the
bottom with the word “Fuenty” in it.
The third leg was flown pretty much out over the plains and was a combination of pulling up in the
patches of lift, and stopping every now and again to take the stronger climbs back up to the TMA.
Steadily notching off the kilometres, we headed back toward Fuentemilanos. A fantastic sight along the
route was the ancient town of Segovia with its Roman Aqueduct and stunning architecture. We could
even look down on the palatial residence that was to be home to Pete
and Maria for a fortnight! We had dinner in Segovia the day before I
returned home, and I have got to say, it is just as stunning on the
ground as it is from the air. It is an absolute must-see for anyone
visiting the area!
Then we were back over the airfield at 7000 ft a.m.s.l. or 3600
above the field, with a very satisfactory smile on my face and
the task achieved (314k), or so I thought. In the front seat
however, steely eyes were assessing the abundant clouds
that still ran westwards from the airfield. I could almost
hear the cogs turning for a moment and then Ian said,
“Let’s see if we can turn Avila before we finish”!! We were off
again!!

You wouldn’t want to have a bird strike
with these bad boys!!

With the sky still full of energy, the trip down to Avila was
breathtaking; once we were clear of the TMA restrictions at
Salamanca we took our highest climb of the day. Soaring for a
short time with a pair of storks, positioned expertly just off the port
wingtip at 11300 amsl. The size of a large British swan, these boys
are enormous.

After our encounter, we pressed on and turned Avila with plenty of height in hand for a final glide into
Fuenty. Although by now absolutely astounded by the flight and completely lost for superlatives, the one
thing that really sticks out in my mind about the return to the airfield was when Ian called Tracy on the
hand-held and gave her an ETA for our landing. Now there’s class!
Total for the day 410k!

Time for........You guessed it!!!
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On Sunday evening Tracy announced “We are in real danger of turning into savages” When I asked why,
she said, “We are actually considering drinking our Gin & Tonics without ice!!”
So, a quick trip to the bar across the road. As it was Sunday,
everyone in the village seemed to be dining out and our
appearance caused the local populous to fall silent mid-tapas,
just to stare and smile almost incredulously at the Gringos who
travel to their region to fly their silent planes and share the
exceptional flying and hospitality that is such a part of the area.
We returned successful from our mission with cases of beer, a
huge smile, a large bag of ice and the admiration of our Spanish
friends, who are always keen to have a conversation in their
best English and are absolutely sparkling company. Thanks
Louis (our favourite local bartender)!! Crisis and the descent into
savagery averted!!
Time for.....................!
The second flight I had with Ian followed a similar pattern, with the exception of a more difficult first half
hour to get established. There was however a very subtle difference to the flight later on. Whilst I was
flying the aircraft from the rear seat, a fairly relaxed voice in the front seat announced, “There is an
airliner coming in from the right”!!
Can I feel a twitch coming on??
Now, I have very often looked up at airliners and on occasions, I have also looked down on them, usually
whilst sitting in another one. But I have never looked across at one in flight that appeared to be flying
straight at me!! After a few nervous seconds the perspective changed and it was clear that it was going
to pass over the top of us, but only by a very small margin of maybe a thousand feet or so. The next
few seconds were spent locking up all of the control surfaces of the aircraft with my arms and legs, in
anticipation of the battering that was
about to descend upon us. Another
cushion munching moment for sure!!
... It never came!!
The folkies on the port side of that
Airbus must have had a fantastic view of
the superb Duo Discus in flight; majestic,
ethereal, graceful and very, very, very
close! Also they would have seen the
upturned, astonished, close and wideeyed faces of its crew looking back.
Summary
Now Then!!
I nearly talked myself out of going on
this holiday. I’m afraid that not doing
things is a sad legacy of the past few
years that I seem to have really
perfected, (but I’m working on it!!) However, with the support and encouragement of some very valued
friends, I had the most fantastic week’s holiday. Aviation through the day and delectation in the evenings.
We ate out only once in the week, despite which we dined on the finest fare, drank
fabulous local Rioja and other specialities every evening. There were after dinner
discussions that put the world to rights, musical interludes that I was so sorry to have
missed and even late evenings watching satellites and shooting stars way up in the very
dark Spanish skies. Priceless!!
Will I go again? Absolutely!!
2011!
Time for a quick slurp!!.......
Graham Rendell

Especially if I can go back with the sparkling team of
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Visitors
Visitors are not, under any circumstances, permitted to find their own way to the launch point. Our
signs inform them that they must not proceed beyond the clubhouse without an escort. On days when
the wind direction could cause cables to fall on areas used by visitors, e.g. the apron, garden and
paths to the launch point, extra care is required.
• The sign alongside the track at the main entrance gives a general warning of the hazards
associated with a gliding site and directs visitors to the car park and then into the clubhouse.
• In the large entrance foyer is a notice telling them to make themselves known to any member
present in the clubhouse, who will then arrange for them to be taken to the launch point. The notice is
on a trestle placed in the centre of the foyer so that it can’t be missed (hopefully!). Please do not move
it to one side to make things more convenient!
• The sign says that if no member can be found, would they please use the telephone on the back
wall of the foyer to ring the DP van mobile and ask to speak to the duty manager (DM). It states that
under no circumstance are they to proceed beyond the clubhouse. They are invited to wait in the lower
clubroom until met.

What it will mean to you
Visitors are very important to the club and every effort must be made to ensure they have a safe and
satisfying visit.
• If you are approached by a visitor, welcome him or her. Ascertain the purpose of the visit, (flying?),
advise them and if it is appropriate for them to go to the launch point take on the responsibility for
getting them escorted there, either by yourself or another. Before taking them to the launch point
show them the introductory video. If you are leaving them in the lecture room unattended explain the
club’s fire alarm system and exit routes. If because of inexperience you do not feel confident of taking
on the escorting task, find another member or ring the DM.
• If you are the DM, carry the DP van mobile with you. If you are busy and it rings, you may pass it
to another member, but it is important that it is answered. If visitors are in the clubhouse unattended,
arrange for someone to go there to escort them to the launch point. Explain any possible delay and
brief the person who will be their escort (see below).
• Depending upon their location and /or the wind conditions, the paths to the launch points can be
hazardous. When acting as escort it would be sensible, particularly when going to the top end, to wait
until the glider on the second cable is launched before setting off from the clubhouse. If you have any
doubt, then telephone the duty manager. Don’t forget that the apron can be hazardous in certain wind
conditions. Do not allow people to linger on the path as this may hold up our operations. If any visitors
are not able to walk at a reasonable pace (children, old people) arrange transport and discuss this with
the DM. DMs may need to delay a launch under some circumstances and people at the launchpoint
should look out for visitors and the escorting member making their way to the launch point.
As a club we have to reconcile the benefit we get from visitors with the need to protect them and the
need to minimize disruption or delays to our operations. The procedures described above are designed
to do this and, with everybody’s co-operation, hopefully will be effective. They will, of course be
modified if experience shows this to be necessary.
Andy Spray (Safety Officer)
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Poet’s Corner
Lines provoked by sighting of curious aircraft on a flight with Ged
*‘Twas a grey chilly day *o’er Cock Hill, the sort that we glider folk dread
For we know not if gliders’ll stay up or if they’ll come straight down instead.
Instructor strode off down the airfield to check for some dry bits to land on
While the rest of us printed off notams and met charts with gloomy abandon.
"Well, we’ll fly but you all must be careful to land on the track if you can.
Geoff’s field’s shot to pieces," said *th’instructor, a humorous, untroubled man.
We pilots inspected the tractors, the gliders and lastly the winch.
We filled Bob’s DP van with the needful and pulled it all out inch by inch.
At the top end we noticed a person was already there at the scene.
How had he got there? we wondered, for safety talk none had there been..
"Who the heck’s that? shouted someone. "No idea, but he looks a strange bloke.
Hey matey! Have you got a voucher?" The man shook his head then he spoke:
"I live with a curse which has lasted for aeons until this glad day.
I’ll tell you the story". We nodded. "And then please to help me I pray.
Long ago, I offended the East Wind - I said he was bitter and cold
And then I became his wife’s lover which was the last straw I was told.
East Wind puffed his cheeks and looked fearsome then uttered these words loud and clear:
‘Until you can sit in a glider you’ll wander the earth year on year’.
I knew not this thing called a glider; my friends were all ignorant too
But the wind’s curse had already started, and rest I could not, it was true.
I dwelt in the place you call Holland, and journeyed the globe in my quest.
The centuries have passed and the landscapes but now I have found the North West.
And *lo! You have gliders a plenty. All I need is to sit in one here
Then rest will embrace me and stillness. Of the curse at last I will be clear".
We felt very moved by his story so voted to grant his request
He sat for a while in the glider which we hoped would help him find rest.
The instructor strode up to the launchpoint. "Why’s everyone just standing there?"
"There’s a very strange chap...." someone answered. "No there isn’t. There’s only thin air!"
For vanished he had – what a marvel! To this day those who saw it agree
The curse of the non-flying Dutchman was lifted by BFGC.

Caroline Weston

* it’s a poem (well, doggerel)
– it’s allowed. Caroline
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The Unexpected 100k
I’ll admit it - cross-country flying has never really been a
major draw for me. Given a good thermic day, I am
generally more than happy to bimble around from cloud
to cloud, enjoying the view and revelling in the sensation
of flying. However, this summer, with the Silver out of
the way, the next box to tick was the UK Cross-Country
Diploma, for which I needed a 100k flight – (preferably
averaging over 65kph) and I spent the season with this
potential goal bubbling away far in the back of my mind.
Last year, I flew a couple of flights of about 150k, but
they both took nearly 4 hours to complete and I knew I
would have to get my act together to stand any chance of
doing 100k in around 1½ hours. So I spent the winter
reading up on the theory of speed flying and waited for
those nice farmers in the Midlands to clear a few
thousand acres of fresh runways for me!
As a consequence, this August at Gransden Lodge, I would often start my day by searching out an Official
Observer to sign a Declaration Form; which they did with a slight look of pity in their eyes - anything less
than 300k at the Cambridge Gliding Club being seen as a minor appetiser before a proper flight - (I’m
sure I heard one of them mutter “bless” as he walked away!) Without the form you can’t claim the flight,
but having the form doesn’t necessarily mean you’ll get the conditions you wanted, so as the days went
by I added more and more forms to my collection and bimbled contentedly.
August 9th seemed a promising day, with good updrafts predicted until mid afternoon and a strong north
westerly wind which made a triangle round Sackville Farm, and Corby a sensible choice. I declared GRLSAC-COB-GRL, prepared my glider, and then spent the rest of the morning flying frustrating circuits
because I couldn’t get away!!
I decided that I was getting too tense and needed to chill out a bit. I abandoned all thought of flying the
100k and went to the clubhouse for a lazy cuppa and a sandwich, vowing to fly again after lunch – who
knows, it might be a good bimbling afternoon!
So, I finally got around to launching at 2:15pm,
immediately hit a 4-up over the winch and shot to nearly 4,000 feet in minutes. It truly was a good
bimbling day by then! Forty minutes later, I was circling over St Neots at 5,000ft, looking North towards
Bedford airfield (which was on my route to Corby) and thinking “if only I’d got away sooner – never mind,
one day”… The trouble was, by then it was 3:00pm. Although the thermals were good, there was no
guarantee of how long they were going to stay good with the sun on its way down. On top of that, the
wind had got up and I would be flying into a 20kt headwind towards Corby, and also, as I hadn’t yet
rounded the Gransden Lodge turnpoint, if I did decide to go for it, I would first have to fly back to
Gransden, round the clubhouse and come back to where I was (adding yet another 12 nautical miles!)
And besides, if I flew at the same speeds as last year, it could be well after 7pm before I got back!! (Face
it, at those speeds I wouldn’t get back!) I agonised for some minutes. The day looked good, but there
were so many reasons why it would be stupid to go for it now. I’d just left it too late! In the end I
realised dithering wasn’t helping and decided that it would cost nothing to at least start the flight and if I
had to give up early and return, I would at least have
had some cross country experience towards next time.
What followed was a bit of an adrenaline-fuelled blur for
me, full of anxious moments. Getting to Gransden was
very quick, helped by the tailwind, and the thermals
were still strong and plentiful, so even with the
headwind coming back, I was soon passing St Neots
again and heading slowly northwards towards Bedford
airfield and on past Sackville Farm, (so hard to spot on
the ground, thank goodness for GPS!) I made Sackville
after about 30 minutes and then headed off painfully
slowly towards Rushden and Kettering.
I can remember thinking over and over, “What are you
doing here? Look a the time! You must be mad to
think you can get away with this!”
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In the event, I was forced into speed flying, not by any desire to beat the 65kph limit, but by the
sheer funk of thinking that the sky could switch off any time and leave me stranded right out here,
miles from home. It became purely logical to dismiss weaker thermals and cling to the strong ones
only as long as necessary to make progress – Hurry! Hurry! As I struggled on into wind, the clouds
began thinning out in front of me and my anxiety levels rose! Finally, I found myself turning beneath
the last cloud remaining en route to Corby, which still lay some 6 nautical miles away, sitting right in
the middle of a gigantic blue hole! Frantic calculations followed about how much height I was likely to
lose over 12 nautical miles with my ASW’s 38:1 best L/D and whether I could get away with it. I was
going to end up low, but not too low and I decided that, as I’d got this far, I wasn’t going to throw it
all away now through faint-heartedness, even if it did mean shaking hands with a few farmers! I was
nearly half-way and very nearly an hour into the flight, so I’d blown the speed element, but at least I
could try to finish the triangle.
I set off for Corby with teeth and buttocks firmly clenched - and that was when someone started
smiling on me! Two miles out, I stumbled on a 6kt blue thermal – the strongest of the flight! I
grabbed what I needed. The relief was palpable! (I vaguely remember cheering and shouting
inappropriate comments at the top of my voice). I went on to round the turnpoint and then found the
thermal again on the way back, (still giving 4kts). After a couple of reassuring turns to restore height,
I set GOTO GRL on my GPS and the magic happened! The direction arrow pointed straight down a
cloud street that had formed behind me and went all the way back to the airfield. I pushed forward on
the stick and dolphined the third leg (54k)
without a single turn. I got 60:1 over the leg
and flew a long final glide at between 90 and
100kts. With the 20kt tailwind added on, the
ground just flashed past beneath me and I
allowed myself a pat on the back for task
selection. It had taken me over an hour to get
to Corby and just 25 minutes to fly back!
After that it was just a case of landing very
carefully (don’t spoil it now!) and collaring some
hapless O.O. to sort out the paperwork for the
claim before he left the club for his tea. In the
end (thanks to the last leg) I had completed the
triangle at an average speed of 71kph and
nailed my Cross Country Diploma. I also found
I’d got through a whole packet of extra strong
mints!
Job done! The trouble is that my tick box for
next season now becomes a 300k!!
Maybe I’ll just bimble …
Keith Clarke

Corby, spread out in all its glory!

Name that Van!

Last month, we asked you to think of names for the new DP Van.
We’ve had a number of suggestions already and we look forward to
receiving many more. In the meantime, here is a selection of those
received to help spur you on.
What about - “Terminal 2”, or maybe, on a similar theme,
“The Departure Lounge”, or how about “The Rovers Return?”
“Bob's Babe” was also suggested along with “Bob's Folly”. How about
“Cock Hill Central” or “The Chipping Hilton”. One of our more prosaic
members also suggested “The DP Van.”
Thanks to all who’ve replied so far. Keep thinking, and send your
suggestions in to the usual place, (see back page).
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Snow and sunbeams over Parlick

Flying Quotes
Never fly anything that doesn't have the paint worn off the rudder Pedals. - Harry Bill
Keep thy airspeed up, lest the earth come from below and smite thee. - William Kershner
When a prang seems inevitable, endeavour to strike the softest, cheapest object in the vicinity, as
slowly and gently as possible.
- advice given to RAF pilots during W.W.II.
And let's get one thing straight. There's a big difference between a pilot and an aviator. One is a
technician; the other is an artist in love with flight. - E. B. Jeppesen

Brandy Stands In!
It seems they had a staff shortage in
the Control Office at Shenington
during the Regionals last August.
Luckily, Brandy was available and
stepped up straight away to lend a
paw and man (dog) the post. I bet
no one dared to argue with her!
Unfortunately, when asked about
conditions in the air, she said “Ruff”,
so most of the pilots didn’t even
bother rigging that day!

11
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An Arch in the Sky
It was Saturday the 4th of June, and as we
paused by the apron while towing the
Mosquito out to let the first launch take
place, we gazed longingly at a classic
lenticular curving gracefully, oh so far away
downwind over the West Bowl.
The wind was fresh ESE, and the now
escalating wave cloud was in the lee of our
home fells with a big blue gap in front of it.
The Ka13 came off the wire, put its nose
down, and headed for the East Bowl, so we
carried on towing out to put the Mosquito on
the line on 12. Steve Robinson came back
in the two seater and I wandered across to
confer. He reported the hill poor and
cloudbase only 1300 feet – so maybe that
lenticular was not as far away as it looked…
Decisions, decisions… with the hill not
working well, due to being out of phase, or at too acute an angle to the wind, it would be difficult to
transition from the hill downwind to the wave without loosing height in the lee of the fells. Could I try
for it direct if I could get a high enough launch? I had contacted before by doing that in this wind
direction, but that cloud still looked soooo far away…
Go for it! If I could get 1200 feet I would have a crack at it; any lower and it would have to be the hill
and try to gain enough height to work upwind into the next wave, (if any), or drop back into the West
Bowl to try for that tantalising bar with its humped extension further north.
I strapped into the Mosquito, ran through my checks, and the winch driver responded magnificently;
bags of oomph off the ground and maintaining the speed to allow me to climb steeply for most of the
launch. The Mozzy doesn’t like to be slow on the wire. I got a back-release and tugged the yellow
handle, pulled up, still fast, and stood the Mosquito on a wingtip at just about 1200 feet. Now for the
nervy bit.
Racing downwind with a strong breeze under my tail, the wave bar still looked an awful long way off.
Not too much sink anyway, so keep going, gripping the seat cushion tighter and tighter as the field fell
away behind. How far can I risk going? One thousand feet, still sinking, feeling very lonely and rather
small. 950 feet, still nothing, angle off a little more… 900 feet, I really must turn back, and yet … and
yet… the air feels subtly different, the cloud is so close now, well above… and then the vario needle lifts
to zero. The tone changes, and then a quiet beep convinces me to carry on, turning further north east
to parallel the leading edge as the lift builds, easing in flap to maximise the climb. We are in!
Phew!
The vario sings happily as we surge along the front of the bar. Not too far on the first beat, stick to
what you know is working and even if it fails you are heading SW again and should have enough height
to get back to the field. Back to 1,100 feet. Start breathing again, 1,250’, relax…1,400’, and make a
brief radio call to let the club know where and at what height you contacted. Settle down and start to
enjoy the view as we rise level with the cloud’s leading edge, beating NE again, and the sky starts to
open out above. Now we can get serious and extend the beat to explore this fascinating cloud. It
seems to stretch for miles to the north, out beyond the line of the near fells, while upwind to the east
lies what seems to be a solid sheet of stratus, unbroken as far as I can see from this height, now at …
2,500’.
Relax and enjoy the ride. The lift is not really strong, four knots, sometimes up to six, now down to
two. The cloud top falls away below, opening up the view of the coast beyond; sunshine on the sea
and the sands of Morecambe Bay. Happy grin. Extend further north, what happens where that peak
forms, almost like a breaking wave, in the cloud’s otherwise fairly regular expanse?
Ooops! Turbulence is what happens! The little Mosquito rocks and a wing drops. Ease the nose down
for a bit more control and ride the bumps. Let’s get back to smoother air!
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A sharp 180 took us out of the turbulence, despite which, we had gained considerable height. Rotor?
Above the wave bar? Or some combination of ground features that boosts the lift in that area? Not to
worry, we are still climbing, the sun is shining and below, the wave bar is a shining river of softly
undulating cream and silver. Glad I have my sunglasses, it’s bright up here!
The radio comes to life, Geoff at the club; do I want the airway opened? “Ah, Tango Oscar, negative.
I’m only at four five. It’s quite a slow climb.” Far below, to the left of the cloud’s leading edge, the faint
strip of the tow track marks the field at Cock Hill. I fly a few more beats but the lift seems to top out at
around five thousand. (Just after I have called to open the Chipping Box – typical!) Odd, I would have
thought it would go much higher from the appearance of the lenticular. There’s still a seemingly solid
sheet of cloud upwind, or does there seem to be a shadow of another slot now my additional height has
increased my viewing angle? Could just be…
We turn into wind, go into negative flap and punch into the headwind. Even at seventy plus knots,
progress doesn’t seem very rapid, but as we penetrate, the evidence of a more easterly slot grows, and
eventually at around 3,500’ I emerge over a narrow broken gap in the cloudsheet.
Turn north along it, not far, just to the edge of that frothy dark pillar of cloud punching up above the
rolling crest, then back south, essing in the best bits until we are back over 4,500’ and then extending
around the front of it. The reward is a long meandering gap leading away to the NNE, from about
Dunsop Bridge, if the glimpses I have of ground features tell me anything, to lose itself somewhere far
to the north of our local fells.
The club comes up on the radio, advising pilots on the hill that flying is being suspended due to the
surface wind strength. Humm… I hear a couple of pilots call in that they are leaving the hill and landing.
Try a call myself and am advised to stay up as it may improve later. Not very encouraging – what do I
do if it just gets worse? Ian calls in. He and Dean are aloft in the Duo Discus, somewhere east of me
over Settle and I give him a call myself to see how he is doing. No better than I am apparently. He can’t
get over five thousand either. I abandon the dark slot I am following to head back to Dunsop Bridge
and then turn downwind over the clearer sky to try to hook up with my original bar again.
It’s much quicker going downwind and I arrive back with over four thousand still in hand. The bar looks
a trifle ragged and seems to have drifted a bit further downwind, but the lift is still there and we slide
gratefully into its welcome caress and climb back to just over five thousand, enjoying the sun on the
more open coastal plain and the creamy glint of the clouds. Time for some photographs if I can get my
phone out… and now a drink of water – but after the first couple of refreshing sips my camelback dries
up. Must have a kink in the tube, and no matter how I try I cannot reach it to free it. Oh well, try for a
mint then! At least I can reach that pocket.
Now a strange sight draws my attention. As I head north along the bar, well above cloud, a weird arch
is being drawn in the sky, almost like a
vapour trail, but emanating from the
trailing edge of the wave cloud! A perfect
arch, it rises from the back of the cloud and
arches above my own altitude before
gracefully descending again to vaporise
forward of the leading edge. Now how the
hell…? Later a conversation with Dean
reveals that their GPS unit told them that
the wind above five thousand had reversed
to an 8 knot westerly! So that explains
why the wave stopped so abruptly – and
my phantom arch must have been a stray
wisp of vapour picked up by the reciprocal
wind and carried up over the top of the
wave. We live and learn.
Meanwhile a short aerobatics session and a
spiral descent took me back down to play
around the upper reaches of my wave bar,
now much more solid again, and then a
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climb back to the top and a further exploration of the “breaking wave” area, now somewhat less
turbulent, got me to my maximum height for the day at FL62, but that was as high as I could persuade
it to go. I extended along the bar as far as Lancaster before returning to the local area, then a tour
around the Fylde and a slow descent through a quite marked haze layer at around 1,800 feet got me
back into the circuit, and, adding a goodly bunch of knots for the approach (as the surface wind was
still reported strong) took me through the low level turbulence and onto the ground on 07 after a very
entertaining two and a half hours plus.
Ian and Dean stayed up for another two hours – they must have stronger bladders than me!
Thanks to Steve R, for his steady and thoughtful assessment of the conditions – without his input I
would not have tried it.
Dick Seed

(Tanglefoot)

I

I’m Safe?

llness

If you’re not feeling 100% should you be flying? If you’re
recovering from a cold and still have symptoms like a blocked
nose or sore throat, you will not be as alert as you should be.

M

edication

Taking medication can cause drowsiness, blurred vision
or nausea. Are you safe to fly? Check with your doctor
to see if it’s safe to fly whilst taking medication.

S

tress

Anything which prevents you from concentrating on flying
puts you and others at risk. So if you’re suffering from any
kind of stress it may not be a good idea to go flying.

A

lcohol

We all like a drink from time to time, but if we are partying till the early hours and have had
a large amount of alcohol, then flying in the morning would definitely not be a good idea.
10 hrs alcohol free and not more than 5 units in the previous 24hrs is what the military
recommend.

F

atigue

Have you been on duty all morning, with lots of visitors and poor weather etc. or just had a
long flight in difficult conditions? If you’re feeling tired, take a break.

F

amiliarity

Are you current and familiar with the glider you are about to fly? Do you know the placard
limitations? Have you checked that the aircraft you’re about to fly has been DI’d ?

E

ating

Going without food for too long can result in falling blood sugar levels and can cause lack of
concentration. Don’t forget to take a packed lunch and take plenty of fluids especially on hot
days to avoid dehydration.
Andy Spray (Safety Officer)
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Is that a PHAKT?
A number of you have recently made the acquaintance of the USA FAA glider handbook, a companion to
their Pilots Handbook of Aeronautical Knowledge, or PHAK. While the former is much the better written
of the two (not difficult), they share some entirely fanciful aerodynamic and flight mechanics theories,
typical of those widespread in civil pilot training material and magazines. You could call these fallacies
"phakts" to distinguish them from facts.
Regarding flying skills and theoretical knowledge, there are five main pilot categories; test pilots,
military pilots, aerobatic pilots, UK (very probably some others too) glider pilots, and civil pilots (PPL
and above). The first four, listed in the order of the depth of their training and knowledge to the extent
necessary, leave the fifth far behind. Glider pilots were originally no better informed than the latter, but
by the BGA’s efforts over many years to raise instructing standards to a uniformly high level, we can
justifiably claim membership of the main group.
In the 1950’s the "Flying Training in Gliders" booklet used PPL manual material to the extent that aileron
drag was dismissed as just a minor effect. The highly qualified ex-RAF flying instructor and long-time
Lasham CFI Derek Piggott began to fill in the gaps, and the BGA set about improving their own
increasingly high standard of instructing in all clubs with a series of National Coaches such as Bill Scull.
Upgrading the Instructor’s Manual and the setting of standards was carried out by the BGA Instructors’
Committee, of which Bob Pettifer was a Chairman for a spell. To me, one highlight was the
comprehensive demolition by RAF test pilot Ian Strachan of the pernicious near-universal civil pilot
practice of responding to wing drop in stalls with rudder (as I was first taught), which finally became
taboo in gliding, but it continues to cause accidents and deaths to power pilots.
Numbers of civil pilots have been demonstrably so poorly educated in the theory of flying that over the
whole of the hundred years of powered flight, too many have plunged earthwards fully stalled with the
stick hard back, recent examples ranging from a small GA aircraft from a few hundred feet to an airliner
from over 30,000 feet with three pilots in the cockpit, unable to figure out a recovery during the three
minute 10,000 feet per minute descent to disappear into the sea. It has been said recently of US pilots
that 95% do not know how to use the rudder and abuse of it is still a major contributor to accidents, in
the UK too. Rudder abuse ranges from conversion of a simple stall with wing drop into a spin to a pilot
who broke off the entire fin of an airliner in a wake penetration by attempting to augment the perfectly
adequate roll control. Many a pilot has neglected the importance of centre of gravity with the expected
consequence. Theory? What theory?
When the BGA felt the need for an update of the Theory Manual in 1996, I remarked that its contents
had been in accord with traditional civil pilot beliefs, but that I had marked my copy in 47 places for
errors ranging from minor to complete nonsense, and it needed to be completely rewritten. The bullet
was bitten and a new volume was started from scratch with immense effort and thorough research by
Steve Longland, a spare-time project that was published six years later. Intended to be mandatory
reading, you all know it by heart, of course.
When I tried some twenty years ago to discover what official body had responsibility for the quality of
flying school teaching in the UK, there was none to be found. The CAA told me they did not consider
themselves an authority but simply tested pilots on what the schools taught. In fact, there have been
excellent and comprehensive sources of material available for a half century or so, from which the
basically rather simple needs of civil pilot training could easily have been extracted. The earliest dates
from 1959 with the knowledge considered necessary for US Navy pilots. The aerodynamics and flight
mechanics taught at the RAF College, Cranwell, was published in 1975, and contains very basic easily
digested material up to a much more difficult first degree level.
A very senior UK instructor and author of a pilot training book denied a significant error in it
and suggested that the half-million copies of his book proved its impeccable authority.
On that basis the FAA could claim the same for the PHAK, though it has errors in it
that can be directly related to the piloting mistakes noted above. I think the
subject is best dealt with in a bit more detail in another article than there is
room for here. Just to be going on with, it explains how to correct slip or skid in
turns by adjusting the bank angle until the slip ball is centralised, a trick that
nobody in a century has been able to perform but it is still in the PHAK. This
originated in 1912 or earlier when it was firmly believed that turns were
controlled with the rudder, a belief that continued for a few decades.
John Gibson
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The Fugitive Aviator
Suddenly, the late spring sunshine burst through the
bank of persistent gloom, as he closed and locked the
canopy to the cockpit of his beloved sailplane. The
voices of his fellow pilots fell quiet as he prepared
himself for the flight ahead. He had flown many
times before, but this time, there was a real purpose
to this one. Outside, the launch cable was attached
to the fuselage of his powerless craft. Someone
shouted 'Have fun!' He smiled back. If only he knew
the life and death nature of this trip. Could this be
the most improbable escape bid ever?
The cable tightened and with a kick in his back he accelerated away - then 0-60 in 2.7 seconds ... “Eat
my dust Clarkson” he laughed. Pulling back on the control stick, the speed became a rapid ascent
away from the big, fat, green earth below. All was good.
Easing over the top of the climb, he was pleased to see 1300 feet on his altimeter, but now the search
for lift was crucial, because the situation on the ground was threatening to say the least. Regrettably
he had got his fingers stuck into a couple of dodgy deals and the local constabulary wished to have a
serious chat regarding various matters, but they paled significantly compared to the criminal tour de
force who were closing in rapidly upon his whereabouts. He shuddered in a cold sweat. These hoods
specialized in removing fingernails to extract any facts required, and were artisans in the art of drilling
holes in skulls to see if anything useful poured out and being extinguished was always an option.
Suddenly the radio burst into life. It was a fellow glider pilot with news of good lift three miles or so
downwind, but he was losing height and needed something close and quick. Looking left he saw a
small wisp of cloud over the local quarry, a usual hotspot for rising air. He eased the stick forward and
arrived to find very weak, scrappy lift. This will do for now. Circling and holding station he could see
the airfield and the approaching roads which might contain any unwanted visitors. Under his port wing
he felt a surge and dug into a tighter turn. 'Yes!’ Was this his saviour? Minutes passed and slowly the
earth drew away and he experienced that feeling of euphoria and relief that only soaring can bring.
Soon he was at cloud base at a whisker above 4000 feet. He loved it up here with his head skimming
the clouds, breathing in that moisture; so unique and intoxicating! The cloud wanted to draw him into
its volume. He knew many early pioneers of gliding would not hesitate to go within a cunim and climb
to great heights to exit out of the top into the blazing sunshine, then light up a freshly packed pipe,
smile and admire the world above and below. But not a good idea just now , so he gently opened his
airbrakes to stem the climb. He looked downwind and could see possible areas of lift ahead but first he
needed to survey any developments on the ground. Arriving over the airfield he retrieved a small pair
of binoculars from his bag which also contained food, drink, a large wad of cash, a knife and a small
calibre pistol. Focusing closer on the ground, he thought all was clear and was about to turn away
when he spotted two black cars following each other closely, about a mile or so from the airfield. That
was quick work! He wondered who had blabbed, knowing that this was his cue to latch onto that
tailwind and disappear into an ever improving sky.
Below, minutes later, in a curtain of dust and anger, the cars roared to a halt onto the airfield apron.
Above, the glider entered strong lift and was gone. The tension began to subside within him now, but
still he feared for his fellow pilots' safety, although they did not have any further information that
would be useful to them. His finger flipped the switch and the radio fell silent. News from the ground
was of no interest now. Having flown about 20 km or so he needed a top-up. Ahead of him it wasn’t
looking as good now. A blue gap was opening up, but to his right, an area close to a short ridge looked
like it may be generating thermals. He ventured closer only to find an area of sinking air. 'Damn!' He
pushed on. It was then that it struck him, “Where am I actually headed for?! - “A good question,” he
replied and “I dont know the answer at the moment, apart from on the ground,” was the retort.
The descent lessened as he approached the ridge Turning tight in figure-of-eights, he climbed smartly
in what appeared to be strong anabatic lift. The climb became impressive, with the vario singing loudly.
Cloudbase was up by 1000 feet now. It was then it occurred to him that he was actually enjoying this
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flight and had forgotten about the chasing pack. But wasn’t that the reason he continued to soar? To
get free of this mad crowded world and to step off the planet for a while, absorbed only with the flight in
its purest form. Now he had to plan where he was going to land. Would it be at another gliding club? At
a hilltop site he knew well and which was probably reachable? It was remote enough to hide out there
for a while. Somewhere he could eat and sleep without too many questions being asked. Or would it be
a farmer's field on the way, which could be a more awkward situation, leaving him exposed? Plan ‘A’ it
was then. He set his GPS. and figured that two more climbs would get him there. On track, he lifted his
speed and set off. At this moment he thought of his family; they were safe. He had made sure of that;
they were out of the country. Fortunately, they had passports of which he was bereft. As he left behind
his ‘donor’ cloud, the air became quite neutral and was converting height to distance covered most
efficiently. His confidence was raised and he was subconsciously listening to the sound of his wings
singing as they pushed through the air.
Then he noticed a beat slowly began to accompany that song, louder and louder. It was then the reality
enveloped him. Glancing below he caught the most unwelcome sight of a passing police helicopter. “Oh
no!” Were they searching for this aircraft and had they seen him? It continued to fly away. He felt lift
and turned, but at the same time so did the visitor. He was close to cloudbase now and knew of only
one option, which filled him with dread. Slowly easing one wing into the side of the mist he disappeared
into the cloud. Going deeper and higher, both his light and the sound of those chopping blades faded
together in unison. It was scary virgin territory for this lone fugitive aviator.
... to be continued.
Mark Johnson

Tractor Rides!
Our thanks go to Malcolm Dean for generously
giving his time to offer joy-rides round the car park
on his big red tractor to some of our younger
members last month. (Frank lied about his age!)
You can see James really enjoyed himself, jostling
about on the back, laughing and clutching the bag
of sweeties Marjorie had given him. It was great
fun (until Geoff saw them churning up the car park
and put a stop to it!) Never mind! Malcolm
managed to raise 4 shillings and thruppence for
club funds and everyone had a wonderful time!
Bags I get first ride next time!

BFGC in Wartime

BFGC Training
Be sure to welcome Captain Lee Kuan Yew when he
comes to our Training Centre next month for his
crosswind track landing refresher!

Well, if VNe
doesn’t mean
minimum aerobatic speed,
what the hell
does it mean?
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Stonking!!

We were huddled in the back of the DP van the other day, shivering, minding our own business and
watching the puddles form, when a dripping Glyn Whittingham hoves into view at the doorway. With
a broad grin and arms outstretched skywards, (like he does!) he announced - “You watch! In 10
minutes it’ll be stonking! You’ll come off the wire and go straight to 5,000 feet. No problem!” We all
groaned of course, because we’d heard this one from Glyn so many times before and knew in our
hearts that the best we’d get today was a 4 minute up-and-down - if it ever stopped raining for long
enough to wipe the gliders dry!
However, he got a very different reaction from a visitor, squatting on a rucksack in the corner. He
shrieked “That’s it! It’s him! That’s wonderful! Say it again!” at the top of a rather girlie voice and
leapt out into the drizzle to engage Glyn in animated conversation.
It seems this bloke works for the BBC Weather Centre and they’ve got a big problem. Although they
can never get the weather actually right, they do look out of the window occasionally and try their
best to describe what’s going on. In the North West especially, this means a constant stream of
televised misery. Rain, gales, tornadoes, freezing temperatures - they never seem to be able to give
out any comfort to anybody! As a result, their ratings had gone right down the pan. So, matey-boy
had been told to turn things around sharpish or find alternative employment! He had just about given
up. How can you possibly sound up-beat and positive about North West weather! What he needed
was a natural. Someone so delusional about weather matters that even when talking utter drivel, he’d
sound genuine. And there stood Glyn! A meteorological Polyanna wrapped in a grey cagoule.
Perfect! As a result, Glyn walked straight into a new job. So if you tune in, you may see him on the
Beeb, flashing his ‘Stonkometer’ and lying through his teeth for England - sweeping everyone along on
a wave of misguided optimism. Well done Glyn - Keep it up! I may even start believing you myself!

Editor’s Endbit

Well, that was another BFGC Newsletter. Many thanks to everyone who wrote in and contributed.
What a talented lot you are! The next edition will be beaming its way out to you in the Spring and
the deadline for copy will be Sunday 4th March. I’ll remind you again nearer the date, but in the
meantime, please think about what you could contribute to the next issue. There’s no need to wait.
Send your stuff at any time to soaringkeith@gmail.com and I’ll keep it safe for next time. I look
forward to hearing from you!
Keith Clarke (Editor)

